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At the gates between worlds...In a war outside of time...He fights for us.Reclusive college student

Jonathan Tibbs wakes in a pool of blood, not a scratch on him. His life is about to undergo a

massive shift. A violent and merciless otherworldly enemy unleashes slaughter in the streets, calling

out in a language only he understands.And it is seeking its challenger.In order to defeat the threat,

Jonathan must become a temporal weapon... while remaining completely anonymous.

Unfortunately, harnessing off-world powers has its own special challenges...The Never Hero is the

first installment in The Chronicles of Jonathan Tibbs -- a mind-bending, genre crossing,

action-adventure trilogy."Thought provoking, action packed, psychological and smart."~ Reviewer,

Sam G | See full review below."I have a feeling I will be mulling over the philosophical ideas

presented in this book for a very long time. Interesting, thought provoking, inspiring. Write faster, we

need more books that pull on heart strings and keep the reader totally involved."~ Reviewer, Laura

Lee | See full review below."The Never Hero is a book I wish I hadn&apos;t read -- so I could read it

for the first time. Hodges has crafted a superb story about a hero who isn&apos;t. But he is. Even

though he isn&apos;t. He has created a literary landscape equal to to the task; a story that comes

upon you slowly, then grabs you by the throat and refuses to let go. I can highly recommend both

this title and author. If you enjoy scifi, this will thrill you. If you enjoy being surprised, this will catch

you completely off guard. I was upset it was over. I want more!"~ Reviewer, Joe | See full review

below."Say Joss Whedon&apos;s Buffy The Vampire Slayer got together with Christopher

Nolan&apos;s Inception and made a baby. Then, M. Night Shyamalan&apos;s Unbreakable got

together with Orson Scott Card&apos;s Ender&apos;s Game and made a baby. Then those two

babies grew up, eloped and had a love child, who they put up for adoption, and was raised by the

surrogate parent&apos;s of Sylvester Stallone&apos;s Rocky and the Wachowski Brother&apos;s

Matrix, but had a crazy Uncle they all called The Karate Kid... Then you might get something as

awesome as The Never Hero."~ Reviewer, Scott Baker | See full review below.Get your copy and

start reading today!
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Jonathan is a 22 year old Biology Major at the UofW. He is tall, thin, serious and would never be

mistaken for a jock. He comes home alone after partying with his friends when he finds a seven foot

tall stranger in a long black coat and silly black fedora in his bedroom. Jonathan swings an

aluminum bat at the stranger, but instead of hurting the stranger, it makes a clanging sound and

hurts Jonathan's hands. The stranger is fine.Picking up and restraining Jonathan with one hand, the

stranger whips out a syringe, only to inject unknown chemicals into Jonathan's bloodstream. The

next thing we know, Jonathan's two male roommates arrive home to find Jonathan on the kitchen

floor covered in blood and terrified out of his mind.Who was this weirdly dressed stranger with a

fondness for needles and B&E? Everything springs from the answer to this question and how it

applies to Jonathan. Where did the blood come from? How did Jonathan get from the bedroom to

the kitchen? Land sakes alive! What in the sam hell is going on around here? Enquiring minds want

to know.If you are looking for deeply philosophical superhero prose, as other reviewers have stated

- This Is Not It. This is only deep if you have never heard of Jung, an archetype or the collective

unconscious, taken a philosophy course, think the WWE is real. In reality it's a light read with some

serious pre-teen and post-teen angst, 2.25 Superhero vs Monster battles, graphic novel creation,

'80s movies and a bit of simulated romance.For people with a deep background in classic comics,

such as Superman, Bat man and Spiderman, this novel should be something that you would

appreciate. As for me, the protagonist's angst was so negative for most of the novel.
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